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JavaScript Development Tools

Created by Ilya Buziuk / @ilyabuziuk
ECMAScript 2015
Node.js
JSON editor

{}
Bower / npm
Grunt / Gulp
JavaScript EPP

Eclipse IDE for JavaScript Web Developers

Package Description

Tools for JavaScript developers creating Web applications, including a JavaScript IDE, tools for JavaScript, HTML, CSS, and XML.

This package includes:

- Detailed features list

Maintained by: WTP and the Eclipse Packaging Project
Demo
Neon.1 & Beyond
Closure compiler

- Developed by Google
- ECMAScript 2015 support
- Written in Java
- Active community
- Better tolerant parsing
- Approved by Eclipse IP team
Language services

- Use VSCode Client / Server Language Protocol
- Red Hat, Microsoft, Eclipse CHE are interested
- Use services for content-assist, code completion, validation etc.
JavaScript front-end Debugging
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